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Spousal employment & career

88% stated that they have made a significant compromise on the spouse/partner’s career progression.

The AFF research panel, which comprised 153 Service families, were asked to complete this brief survey on 
what compromises they feel they’ve made to be part of an Army family. 90 people completed the survey.

Compromises of Army life survey

Children’s education“
“On average, each time we relocate, it takes up to six months for me to find an NHS job at the same level as I 
do not see why I should have to sacrifice my career by taking a lower paid job. We try not to live beyond two 
years.”

“Constantly going back to the beginning, so never climbing the ladder within place of work, resulting in lower 
pay as going in each time as entry level; have also had to cancel work based courses due to changes in postings 
meaning unable to improve qualifications and demand a higher wage.”

“I am passed over for promotions as I'm seen to not stick around; I am constantly moving jobs so restarting my 
pension.”

“I think our level of compromise is due to having young children. As an issue that affects civilian families too, 
this could be said to be an issue where 'no compromise is required'. However, as an Army family, we are located 
away from family so can't rely on them for childcare, which is why I have chosen 'minor compromise'. If we were 
a civilian family that could choose to live anywhere, I think the level of compromise would be less than we are 
experiencing.”

“Very significant impact on a career rather than just 'a job'.”

• 71% stated that they have made either a significant or minor compromise on their children’s academic 
    attainment
• 82% stated that they have made either a significant or minor compromise on their children feeling settled in 
    school, with 49% stating that they have made a significant compromise
•  73% stated that they have made either a significant or minor compromise on their children having gaps in their 
    learning, due to moving schools, with 42% stating that they had made a significant compromise
•  42% of those with children stated that they would reconsider remaining an Army family if Continuity of 
    Education Allowance (CEA) was no longer provided.

“

“
“Our school-age daughter has significant physical disability, and although the first primary school did make 
reasonable adjustments for her, they always knew we were moving on and so were not able to unleash the full 
support that a local child would get. It certainly impacted her making friends and feeling settled; it was a very 
sad time for us all.”

“We have moved to a village where all the children appear to have known each other since nursery and it has 
been extremely difficult for them to muscle in on existing friendships. I wish we had either stayed accompanied 
or had always been married unaccompanied so they could have formed friendships earlier on.”

“Would have been significant compromise had it not been for CEA.”



“
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“
“Deployments and tours take their toll on the mental wellbeing of the person left behind. It is easy to fall into 
patterns of feeling anxious and lonely. I consider myself adaptable and independent, which means I am able to 
distract myself and make positive plans with family and friends whilst my husband is away. However, as with 
everybody, I still experience down days where I feel upset, frustrated and lonely.”

Wellbeing

Wider family

65% stated that they have made a significant compromise by not being able to regularly assist wider family
63% stated that they have made a significant compromise by having to take on the primary parenting role, 
        due to Service life
66% stated that they have made a significant compromise by not having wider family members able to support 
        them.

Mental health

79% stated that they have made either a significant or minor compromise on the wellbeing and 
        mental health of the non-serving family members.

Housing

81% stated that they would reconsider remaining an Army family if 
       SFA was no longer provided
71% stated that they would reconsider remaining an Army family if 
       they were no longer provided with Service Families’ 
       Accommodation (SFA) but given a rental allowance to rent 
       privately, which they would have to top up significantly to live 
       in the same standard of house.

“We tried the commute weekly and it was exhausting due to it being around 4 hours at the end of each 
week alongside the long hours of work to undertake the job and amount of PT.”

“Currently living unaccompanied, it’s the worst decision we've made in our Army life. Children 
affected, marriage suffering and health suffering.”

“The threat of losing SFA is a huge concern to us. Having given up my career to have our children, we 
are not in the position to be able to afford a home in the South of England.”

 “SFA and CEA are two key elements of a soldier's 'pay' that keep us in. Removal of them provides a 
very different offer to that which we signed up to.”

“On top of all the other costs of moving (disturbance allowance barely covers it), paying an extra 
amount on top to rent near his job would mean we would leave immediately. SFA has its problems but 
it is better than paying more ourselves!”

““
“Being stable

in one place 
but soldier 
weekly 
commuting

          28%

Living together as a 
family but moving on posting

                   72%

“Moving in the civilian market at the frequency we have 
would be untenable. Furthermore, the quarter we have 
does make up in some part for all the inconvenience we 
have in other areas as we know we could not afford this 
much space on the private market. It remains one of the 
few benefits of Service life.”

What does stability mean to you?


